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Abstract  
Purpose- Village as a residential system has always suffered a lot of damage due to natural hazards such as drought 

throughout history, and due to the dependence of the rural economy on the agricultural sector, any threat against this sector 

leads to the weakening of the economic foundations, the village and eventually the economic stagnation of the country. 

Therefore, the aim of the current research is to evaluate the drought-resilient measures to reduce the vulnerability of rural 

households located in Rostaq district in Khalil-Abad City, Khorasan-Razavi Province . 

Design/methodology/approach- The type of research is applied research, and the data was collected by applying a 

descriptive-analytical method by using documentary sources and field studies (questionnaire). The statistical population 

of the research is comprised of the heads of rural households living in the study area. As a result, 337 people were selected 

using Cochran's method. For ranking and spatial analysis of the village, Copras and Vicor techniques were used, and 

Shannon technique and SPSS software were used for statistical data analysis . 

Findings- The results showed that among the weights obtained from the paired comparison of the dimensions raised in 

resilience measures with drought in reducing the vulnerability of rural households, modern irrigation measures with a 

score of (0.290) have the highest score in resilience measures. Avaram took over with the drought. Finally, in the study 

area, Niqab village performed better than other villages in terms of resilience measures in dealing with drought . 

Research limitations/implications- Not having access to statistical information when referring to Jihad Agriculture and 

Governorship, as well as filling out the questionnaire depending on the topic at the village level and the costs of conducting 

this research are among the challenges of the present research . 

Practical implications- In the end, according to the obtained results, it is considered necessary to provide solutions for 

the resilience of rural households at the level of the villages of this district and to implement the solutions . 

Originality / value- The present research is significant due to its expression and recognition of different issues 

surrounding the resilience of households in the face of drought. An important step can be taken in the direction of reducing 

the vulnerability of rural households to deal with drought in the coming years . 
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1. Introduction 
 look at the history of life on earth indicates 

that mankind has always been exposed to 

various natural disasters (Saemipour et al., 

2017). In recent years, as a result of global 

climate changes, there has been widespread concern 

about the phenomenon of drought in terms of intensity, 

repetition, increase and duration throughout the world 

(Sivakumar, 2012, Peterson et al. al, 2013). This 

phenomenon has always drawn human attention to 

itself more than other natural phenomena due to 

reasons such as its wider spread, the inclusion of more 

population, the intangible and long-term nature of its 

effects, and the continuity and amount of damages 

resulting from it (Rezaei et al., 2010).The occurrence 

of drought in the regions of the world shows that all 

nations are vulnerable to weather events (Pourtaheri et 

al., 2012). Meanwhile, developing countries are more 

affected by risks compared to developed countries 

(Xenarios et al., 2016), and Iran is not an exception to 

this rule and is always exposed to natural disasters such 

as floods, earthquakes, and droughts. It has been in 

such a way that out of 40 disasters that have happened 

in the world, 31 of them happened in Iran. In the 

meantime, Iran is in the list of the top 10 most 

impoverished countries in the world (Bozarjmehri & 

Javanshiri, 2015). During the last 40 years, 27 droughts 

have occurred in Iran, because most of Iran is located 

in the dry and semi-arid climate of the world. Iran 

alone has more extremely dry, dry, and semi-arid areas 

than the entire European continent (Gholami and Ali 

Beigi, 2013). The overview of the drought situation in 

Iran in the next 30 years shows that the drought in the 

country will increase and in the years 2025, 2030,  and 

2035, most parts of the country will face severe and 

very severe drought. In this regard, the drought 

situation in 2040 will be far more critical than before 

(Khazanehdari et al., 2008). Therefore, natural hazards 

and crises have the capacity to become devastating 

hazards for human communities in the absence of a 

risk reduction system (Zhou et al., 2010). This is the 

reason why natural hazards such as drought and its 

adverse consequences for natural resources, 

agricultural production and economic and social 

development are considered as one of the basic 

challenges of Iran and the other areas prone to drought, 

and due to the frequency of occurrence and significant 

scope of this phenomenon, it is necessary to devise 

mechanisms and directional measures to deal with it 

(Tavakolinia et al., 2016).In this regard, one of the 

basic solutions to reduce the vulnerability of rural 

households against recent droughts is to increase the 

resilience measures of rural communities against the 

disruption and chaos created in their lives (Ghorbani et 

al., 2015). Due to the dynamic nature of society's 

response to risks and crises, resilient measures are a 

form of foresight and help to expand policy options to 

face uncertainty and change (Keck & Sakdapolrak, 

2013). In the scientific community, there is a 

consensus that resilient actions are a multifaceted 

concept and have social-cultural, human-individual, 

governance-management, physical-infrastructural, 

economic-financial and finally natural dimensions. 

Each of these dimensions has its own indicators and 

each of the indicators pays attention to details within 

human systems and plays an essential role in 

empowering rural communities (Cutter, S., Finch, 

2008, Norris et al., 2009). Therefore, due to the close 

relationship between the village and agriculture, the 

negative consequences are also more visible on 

agriculture (Pourtaheri et al., 2012). For this reason, 

resilient measures against drought for better 

performance of crops, livestock, meadows and 

pastures, and other components of the agricultural 

sector are effective (Habiba, et al., 2012) and lead to an 

increase in the quality and quantity of production and 

income, and improve the lives of the rural households, 

as a result of enhancing their standard of living (De 

Silva, 2018). Therefore, it is necessary to take resilient 

measures by rural households in dealing with drought 

in order to maintain the stable livelihood of 

households. In Khalil-Abad City of Kashmar and 

Rostaq District, agriculture is considered as the main 

activity and livelihood of rural households. The 

livelihood of most of the rural households in this region 

is based on the income from agriculture. Agriculture in 

this region usually depends on the amount and 

distribution of rainfall and masses prevailing in the 

district. The seasonal nature of these masses has 

increased the amount of drought in this region, and 

drought and the amount of precipitation have been a 

long-standing challenge in this region. According to 

the data of the synoptic stations of Rostaq District 

(2022), although drought has been intermittent in this 

region since 1380, but frequent droughts have occurred 

in this district since 2001 to 2022. The occurrence of 

droughts and lack of rains have resulted in reduction of 

underground and surface water, reduction of cultivated 

area and productivity of crops and most importantly, 

reduction of the income level of rural households. To 

reduce vulnerability to drought, rural households can 

withstand drought to some extent through resilience 

A 
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measures. Therefore, paying attention to the resilient 

measures can reduce the level of vulnerability of rural 

households.Therefore, in this research, the evaluation 

of drought-resilient measures in reducing the 

vulnerability of rural households in Rostaq District is 

discussed. In this regard, the present research is 

designed to answer the following questions: 

• Among the resilient measures in dealing with 

drought, which one is more important? 

• What is the difference between the studied 

villages in terms of resilient measures in    

dealing with drought? 

2. Research Theoretical Literature 
The dependence of the rural economy on natural 

destabilizing factors has created damages in rural 

settlements (Rahmani & Taghiloo, 2018, Debanli et 

al., 2017). Among the natural damages, we can take 

drought as an example, the meaning of which is the 

access to water resources in lower than average 

conditions (Melk-Thabet et al., 2014). This 

phenomenon is one of the natural hazards that are more 

common in arid and semi-arid regions (Pirmoradian, 

2008). Drought is one of the most destructive hazards 

that is increasing as a slow or creeping event (Pulwarty 

& Sivakumar, 2014). It leads to imbalance in the 

hydrological situation of a specific region (Mariano, et 

al., 2018). In another definition, drought means a 

deviation from average or normal rainfall conditions 

and occurs when the amount of rainfall is less than 

75% of the rainfall in a certain period of time (25 to 35) 

in a region (Rezaei et al., 2010). In the practical 

definition, drought is a continuous period of lack of 

rainfall (Heidari Sarban & Bakhtar, 2014). To 

determine the onset of drought, the deviation of the 

current situation from the average rainfall over a period 

of time is considered (Basto, et al., 2018). One of the 

characteristics of drought is the rapid reduction of 

surface flows and the decline of underground water 

reservoirs, lakes and rivers (Riahi & Pashazadeh, 

2012). In this connection, the role of agriculture in the 

main livelihood of rural households and its 

vulnerability to the phenomenon of drought has given 

importance to the need for operational policies in order 

to reduce the vulnerability of rural households 

(Ahmadi & Manouchehri, 2019, Ebrahimi, 2019). 

Because the most important category and the most 

uncontrollable variable in the agricultural sector is 

rainfall, weather and finally drought, it is the dominant 

force that strongly affects the trend, volume, time table 

and place of agricultural production, and sometimes it 

has its own effect that reverses the effect of other 

variables and policy instruments. Therefore, 

considering that the main sources of food supply for 

rural households are agricultural and horticultural 

products and animal husbandry, the vulnerability of 

rural households increases from natural hazards called 

drought (Sawari & Khosravipour, 2017), which 

creates local-spatial challenges and the instability of 

rural settlements (Wilheit et al., 2014, Khalili et al., 

2020). On the other hand, the consequences of 

droughts are not only affected by the severity, 

continuity and extent of the drought, but also the 

vulnerability of societies in this field (Wilheit, 2007). 

In general, vulnerability is a condition that, in relation 

to geographical and environmental situations, social 

forces, institutions and cultural values, makes humans 

sensitive, weak and defenseless against numerous 

natural hazards (Afrakhteh, 2017). Vulnerability has 

different concepts among rural households, this is due 

to the different understanding and perceptions of rural 

households in each region. Therefore, based on the 

different dimensions of vulnerability in each region, 

special policies for that region should be adopted. At the 

same time, the vulnerability of people is affected by 

factors such as social class, religion, ethnicity, gender, 

age, different networks, access to power sources, 

climate, political structures, diversity of income, 

infrastructure facilities, technology, access to the 

market, and the amount of capital (Domeno and Obeng, 

2016, Otto et al., 2014, Paavola, 2008). Vulnerability is 

defined as the conditions of people at risk, their 

integration in society, and their access to vital services. 

Vulnerability is part of the generation of inequalities that 

have affected the sensitivity of different groups and also 

have determined their ability to respond to them. 

Vulnerability includes a variety of concepts and 

elements, including sensitivity to damage and inability to 

adapt (Oppenheimer et al., 2014). Carter Finch (2008) 

suggests that vulnerability is a measure of the population's 

sensitivity to natural hazards and their ability to respond 

and recover from the effects of hazards. Fussel (2012) 

defines vulnerability as the lack of ability of individuals, 

groups or communities to cope with any external stress 

that affects their livelihood and well-being. However, 

most of the development theorists have proposed 

"diversification approach" in the framework of the 

sustainable rural development model in order to reduce 

the vulnerability of rural households in the face of 

drought. In this theory, in order to reduce vulnerability, 

the existence of "diversity" in economic activities is 

considered as one of the necessities of rural communities. 
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Table 1. Review of Literature 

Source: Library studies of authors, 2022 
Title Authors Results 

Analysis of the drought risk index and 

its effect on the location of villages 

located in Qazvin basin 
Fazelnia et al., 2014 

The results indicate that the cultivation pattern should be changed 

in the villages with high risk of drought in order to prevent the 

instability of the villages in the region. 

Analysis of economic, social and 

environmental dimensions of drought 

crisis and its effects on rural 

households of Zarin Dasht City) 

Namdar, 

Bozjamehri, 2015 

The results showed that the crisis of successive droughts was 

associated with significant effects in economic, social and 

environmental dimensions in the villages of the region, among 

which the economic effects of this phenomenon were more than 

other dimensions. 
Analyzing the behavior of drought and 

the factors affecting it in the nomads of 

Darila Region, Gachsaran City 

Rashed Nasab et al., 

2017 

The results of the research show that the behavior of the studied 

nomads with drought can be separated into two dimensions of 

technical and non-technical moderators. 
Examining methods of dealing with 

drought by farmers (case study: 

Shirvan city) 

Abedi Sarostani et 

al., 2017 

The results showed that the first priority of the solutions to deal with 

drought is related to land reform solutions and the last priority is 

related to storage solutions. 

Analysis of the socio-economic effects 

of drought on the rural communities of 

Semnan 
Karimi, 2017 

The results showed that the four factors of livelihood crisis, 

stagnation of production and weakening of agriculture, cultural and 

psychological and social participation explain 55.812  percent of the 

changes in the socio-economic effects of drought on the rural 

communities of Semnan. 
Measurement and evaluation of 

effective dimensions on improving the 

resilience of rural communities in the 

face of drought (case study: Sabzevar 

city) 

Vazirian et al., 2019 

Measuring the dimensions of resilience showed that the most 

effective and important dimensions in the level of resilience belong 

to the infrastructural and physical dimension and the natural 

dimension. 

Identification of effective factors on 

increasing the resilience of Sistan Plain 

farmers in facing soil drought, 

Khaki1firouz et al., 

2022 

The results showed that the lack of knowledge, literacy, and the low 

level of understanding of farmers and officials regarding drought 

and how to deal with it, reducing self-confidence and life 

expectancy are the most important factors in resilience in the face 

of drought. 

Resilience assessment of Zahedan City 

against water crisis and drought 
Yadgari Far et al., 

2023 

The results showed that the state of economic, social and 

institutional resilience in Zahedan City is lower than the optimal 

average (3) and Zahedan City is not in a good state in terms of 

resilience against drought and water crisis. 

Social and economic effects of drought Edwards, et al., 2019 The results indicated that policymakers should consider these 

impacts in designing effective responses to future droughts. 

Causes and effects of drought in 

northern parts of Ethiopia 
Mekonnen, 

Gokcekus, 2020 

The results showed that most of the researchers who have paid 

attention to drought and famine have investigated them through a 

cause-and-effect relationship. 

Effects of Drought, Social 

Organization and Public Policy in 

Northeast Brazil: A Case Study of the 

Upper Paraíba River Basin 

Dantas, et al., 2020 
The results showed that the use of dams for water management in 

the semi-arid region was identified as the main factor affecting 

water security and social organization. 

Investigating the economic and social 

effects of drought on the rural areas of 

Bijar City (Cheng Almas Region) 
Zarei, et al., 2021 

The results showed that in the social dimension, there has been an 

increase in immigration, a decrease in rural participation, an 

increase in poverty, a decrease in the quality of the environment and 

the standard of living, an increase in family conflicts, and the spread 

of disease. 

Farmers' perceptions of drought 

severity and its effects on pre- and 

post-drought adaptation: evidence 

from maize farmers in China. 

Hou, et al., 2023 

These findings highlight the need for policymakers to enhance 

farmers' understanding and differentiation of adaptation options 

and consider their interrelationships in resource allocation to 

maximize effectiveness. 
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Figure 1- Conceptual model of the research  

 
The application of this approach will facilitate the 

reduction of the vulnerability of rural households in the 

face of drought (Alavizadeh, 2009). Based on this, the 

reduction of the vulnerability of households will 

appear and finally when the system has many and 

diverse elements, and the more diverse the system is, 

the higher the ability to reduce vulnerability and 

provide conditions for the dynamics of the system, and 

to preserve it over time in different places not only 

against internal tensions but also against external 

tensions (Alavizadeh & Kermani, 2010). In general, 

the vulnerability caused by drought is classified into 

four categories: physical, environmental, economic, 

and social (Nasarnia and Sabeti, 2014); which has 

direct and indirect effects. The indirect effects of 

drought on the well-being of other members of the 

society, due to its effect on product prices and living 

Effects of drought 

- Reduction of water resources - reduction of income - reduction of motivation 

of rural households 

- Soil erosion - Reduction of cultivated area - Increase in the price of inputs 

- Increase in costs - Decrease in livelihood security - Increase in livestock 

casualties 

- Decrease in production level - Invasion of pests - Destruction of pastures 

Use of resilient 

measures 

Resilience against 

drought 

New irrigation measures 

Livestock measures Agricultural measures 

Garden measures 

Management measures 
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costs, are more than the direct effects of drought on 

production (Dejio, 2017, Badwin et al., 2011). 

Due to the fact that drought causes negative 

consequences on societies in various dimensions, it 

is of great importance and for this reason, extensive 

research has been done in this field, and the 

following can be found from the research 

conducted in relation to the subject (see Table 1).  

However, according to the theoretical background 

of the research on resilient measures in dealing 

with drought, it seems that these measures can to 

some extent curb some of the negative factors 

affecting the lives of villagers and cause drought to 

have less impact on the livelihood and life of rural 

households. On the other hand, not paying attention 

to drought management and not making people 

resilient against drought, both in cities and in 

villages, can lead to negative consequences in the 

country's villages (Figure 1). 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1 Geographical Scope of the Research 

Khalilabad City with an area of 5.1767 square 

kilometers is one of the cities of Razavi Khorasan 

Province. This city is 245 kilometers away from 

Mashhad, and it is adjacent from the north to the 

Kohsarakh Region, from the south to Bejestan and 

Gonabad, from the west to Bardskan City, and 

from the east to Kashmar. Khalilabad City has a 

population of 51701 people residing at 27 villages 

and two parts including the central part with 14 

villages and Sheshtaraz District with 13 villages. In 

the meantime, the central part, its center is Khalil 

Abad, has smokestacks named Huma and Rostaq. 

Therefore, Rostaq District was studied from the 

central part (Figure 2). In the census of 2015, the 

 population of this District was 8441 people and 

2748 households, of which, 4328 people, were men 

and 4113 were women. Agriculture and animal 

husbandry has been the dominant economy and 

livelihood at the village level. Therefore, the 

relevant officials should pay special attention and 

importance to natural hazards such as drought in 

this village so that the livelihood of the households 

is not endangered.

 
 

 

Figure 2. The location of Rostaq Village in Khalilabad City  
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3.2. Methodology  

In order to determine the frequency and severity of 

climatic drought in the study area, the SPI method 

was used from the Kashmir synoptic station in the 

region. The tables are given below. Choosing 

short-term and long-term scales is because of the 

effects of drought, which has a short-term effect on 

soil moisture and agricultural issues, and a long-

term effect on water resources. In general, the 

occurrence of weak type of drought is more 

frequent than other types of drought in all time 

scales. In fact, the frequency of drought periods has 

decreased from the 3-month time scale, but on the 

other hand, its duration has increased in the studied 

area in most cases. It is faced with meteorological 

drought, which is due to the irregularity of rainfall, 

and also the wet and dry periods have not had much 

continuity and it is strongly affected by daily 

rainfall.While in longer time scales, droughts show 

a slower response to changes in precipitation, the 

frequency of occurrence of dry periods in long-

term time scales is much higher than in short-term 

periods. According to table (3), there are 31 

consecutive droughts in the scale of 3 months, 14 

of which are mild droughts and 12 are moderate 

droughts. In the scale of 3 months (seasonal) in the 

winter season of 2015, it was -2.28. In the spring 

season, the most severe drought was in 2018 and 

2019, and their severity was -2.40 and -1.9, 

respectively. There have been 30 droughts in 6 

months, 15 of which are weak droughts, 9 

moderate droughts, 4 severe droughts, and 2 very 

severe droughts. According to the table below, 10 

cases of drought have occurred in the 9-month 

scale, 5 of which were mild drought, 4 of which 

were moderate drought, and 1 was severe drought. 

The most severe drought was in 2015 with a 

severity of -2.5. In the 12-month (annual) scale, 

there have been 12 droughts, 7 of which are mild 

droughts, 4 of which are moderate droughts, and 1 

of which is severe drought 

 

Table 2. Frequency of occurrence of droughts based on SPI index in Kashmer station 

3 -SPI 6 -SPI 9 -SPI 12 -SPI 24 -SPI 
Severity 

of drought 
 

perio Abundance Percent Abundance Percent Abundance Percent Abundance Percent Abundance Percent 

10 47/1 18 58 5 48/9 7 59/4 5 384 Weak drought 
8 36/7 10 27 4 47/6 4 33/5 0 0 Moderate drought 
3 16/2 2 11/6 1 3/5 1 7/1 0 0 severe drought 
0 0 1 3/4 0 0 0 0 1 15/7 Veryseveredrought 
21 100 31 100 10 100 12 100 6 100 Total 

 

The upcoming research is of descriptive-analytical 

type, which has two major parts in order to 

investigate the related parameters. The first part 

was devoted to documentary, library studies and 

the use of internet facilities to examine issues such 

as the subject literature, research background, 

concepts, etc. and the second part was conducted in 

the form of field research to collect statistical data 

and complete the questionnaire. For this purpose, 

according to the basic questions of the research, 

indexing has been done in two sections: drought 

resilience measures (Table 3) and vulnerability of 

rural households in the face of drought (Table 4) in 

the studied households and finally a questionnaire 

has been prepared. It should be noted that the 

studied indicators are selected according to the 

conditions of the region and from a wide range of 

indicators related to each sector.

 
Table 3. Resilient measures in the face of drought  

Source: library studies and field observations of the authors, 2022 
Indicators Dimension Row 

The use of nursery crops, the use of improved seeds, protective plowing, the cultivation of 

drought-resistant plants (saffron and pistachio), increasing the variety of crops, the use of more 

resistant vegetative bases, preparing and interpreting the soil profile, reducing the diversity of 

trees. fighting pests, changing the cultivation pattern, leaving the land fallow, 

Agricultural and 

garden measures 1 
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Optimal irrigation methods, optimal methods of water transfer, use of covered canals, use of 

new irrigation technologies, control of floods with the help of earth dams, dredging of canals, 

irrigation during low evaporation time (night and sunset), waste water control 

New irrigation 

measures 2 

Use of optimized livestock, compliance with health principles in keeping livestock, reducing 

the number of livestock, grazing under grass and under trees, manual feeding of livestock, 

protection of pastures. 

Livestock 

measures 3 

Financial management, local cooperative companies, education and promotion, strengthening 

local management 
Management 

measures 4 

 
Table 4. Significant indicators in the vulnerability of rural households from drought (Source: library studies and 

field observations of the authors, 2022) 
Indicators Components Dimension Row 

Employment status, income, banking facilities, property and assets Employment and income 

Economic 
 1 

The production efficiency, the area under crop cultivation, the number 

of livestock in the village, the price of agricultural inputs and materials, 

plant and livestock pests and diseases. 

The amount of 

production 

The amount of investment in the village, the amount of savings of the 

villagers Investment 

The amount of migration of villagers, the interest of young people to 

continue living in the village environment, job motivations in the 

migration of villagers 
Migration 

social 2 The amount of participation of villagers, the escalation of conflicts, the 

level of interest of farmers in the activity, the level of access to services 

and facilities in the village. 
Participation 

Level of satisfaction with income, level of satisfaction with access to 

banking facilities Satisfaction 

The extent of the destruction of the environment, the loss of plant and 

animal species, the loss of the natural beauty of the environment 

(wetlands, etc.), the abandonment and destruction of villages, the 

change of use of farms and gardens. loss of pastures 

Destruction of the 

environment 
environmental 

3 
 

pollution and salinization of water and soil sources, destruction and 

drying of wells and canals 
Pollution of the 

environment 
 

The number of households in Rostaq District was 

2748 in 2015 and according to the latest political 

divisions of the country, it includes 7 villages. In 

this research, random sampling was used and the 

sample size was determined by Cochran's formula. 

The statistical volume is estimated to be 2748.   N 

= the number of sample size n = 337. Based on the 

proportional allocation formula, the number of 

samples in each village was determined (Table 5).

 
Table 5. Estimated sample size by villages (Source: Population and housing census, 2015) 

number of samples Number of households Village Row 
49 402 Bezanjard 1 

33 268 Mirabad 2 

95 780 Neghab 3 

23 183 Hosianabad 4 

34 281 Kalate shadi 5 

84 681 Ebrahimabad 6 

19 183 Haftkhaneh 7 

337 2748 total 8 

 

In the next step, to increase the validity of the 

research, the content and form validity technique 

was used, and validity of the research was 

confirmed by the judgment of the experts (experts 

of the responsible departments) about the research 

questions. Its value was 0.87 for resilience 

measures in the face of drought and 0.81 for the 

vulnerability of rural households to drought (Table 6).
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Table 6. Cronbach's alpha of the studied subjects of the research (Source: Research findings, 2022) 
Cronbach's alpha Question number Topic Row 

0/87 30 Resilient measures 1 
0/81 30 Vulnerability of rural households 2 

 

The value of alpha in the variables is higher than 

0.70. Therefore, it can be said that the research 

tools have very good reliability and the research 

items (questionnaires) have a high internal 

correlation. Finally, to analyze the data, statistical 

and spatial analyses such as Shannon's entropy 

model, Koperas and Vicor models and SPSS 

software were used 

4. Research Findings 

According to the supplementary questionnaires, 

76.9% of the respondents are men and 23.1% are 

women, and the highest age frequency is related to 

the age group of 45 to 60 years (equivalent to 

46.5%). Also, the highest frequency of respondents 

in terms of education level is middle school 

(equivalent to 38.3 percent). The findings of the 

research confirm that the annual income from the 

agricultural sector in 45.2% of the studied 

households is more than other household incomes 

and in 4.6% of the studied households, more than 

70% of the annual household income was related 

to the agricultural sector (Table 7). 

 
 

Table 7. Frequency of studied households by share of agricultural sector income from the total annual household income  

Percentage Frequency The percentage of income of the 

agricultural sector Row 

4/6 22 10 Less than 1 
6/7 25 10- 20 2 
10 43 21 - 30 3 

12/5 45 31 -40 4 

13/3 48 41 -50 5 

28/1 74 51 - 60 6 

19/4 60 61 -70 7 

5/4 20 70 More than  8 

100 337 sum total 9 

 

Also, out of all 337 surveyed households, in 89.6% 

of the households, the level of carrying out 

resilience measures has increased compared to the 

last 5 years, in 6.5% of the households living in the 

studied villages, the level of carrying out resilient 

measures has also decreased in this time range 

(Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Frequency of resilience of studied rural households compared to the last five years 

 

Summarizing the information obtained from the 

questionnaires related to the studied households 

and the statistical analysis of the relevant factors 

confirm that optimal irrigation methods, optimal 

water transfer methods, changing the cultivation 

pattern, leaving land fallow, education and 

promotion, and strengthening local management 

have been effective in increasing the level of 

resilience measures of the studied households. 

Regional macro surveys indicate a decrease in the 

area under cultivation of agricultural crops after the 

occurrence of drought. In such a situation, it is 

expected that the cultivated area will become 

smaller. In other words, the farmers who had a 

higher cultivated area of the fields, in order to cope 

with drought conditions, have inevitably reduced 

the cultivated area. An overview of the findings in 

table (8) shows that in 2015, 10.2 percent of the 

cultivated fields were between 2.5 and 5 hectares, 

while in 1400, this amount reached zero. It is 

obvious that during the drought period, farms that 

had enough water were able to continue their 

activities.  Therefore, two hypotheses can be 

presented regarding the small size of farms during 

drought. The first hypothesis is that these farms are 

the previous small farms that have continued to 

operate due to having enough water, and the second 

hypothesis is that the remaining farms were part of 

larger farms that are now limited due to drought. 

Examining the evidence shows that the second 

hypothesis is stronger. Therefore, it can be claimed 

that one of the adjustment mechanisms used by 

rural households, most of whom are agricultural, to 

deal with drought is to reduce the area under 

cultivation.

 
Table 8. Frequency distribution of agricultural lands and their cultivated area (2016 and 2021)  

Year2021 Year 2016 
Area under cultivation 

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
55 23/9 15 5/4 Less than 0.5 hectares 

130 62/4 130 55/6 0.5-1 hectare 

60 13/7 60 11/2 1-5/1 hectare 

50 0 50 10/4 2-5/1 hectare 

20 0 20 5/8 2-5/2 hectares 

55 0 55 10/8 5-5/2 hectares 

7 0 7 0/8 Bay of 5 hectares 

337 100 337 100 Total 

 

Shannon's entropy model was used to determine 

the relative importance of effective factors in the 

resilience measures of rural households in the face 

of drought. Shannon's entropy method is one of the 

multi-indicator decision-making methods for 

calculating the weights of criteria. The results of 

this survey show that the dimensions of 

management measures with a coefficient of 0.320 

and modern irrigation measures with a coefficient 

of 0.290 have the highest scores, and agricultural 
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and garden measures with a coefficient of 0.257, 

and livestock measures with the coefficient of 

0.133 has the lowest score (Table 9).

 
Table 9. Weights obtained from the dimensions mentioned in the resilience actions of rural households in facing 

drought with the Shannon entropy model (source: research findings, 2022) 
Amounts Dimensions Row 

0/257 Agricultural and garden measures 1 

0/290 New irrigation measures 2 

0/133 Livestock measures 3 

0/320 Management measures 4 

 

On the other hand, the examination of the dimensions related to the resilience measures of rural households in 

the face of drought in 337 sample households also confirms that management measures with a value of 15.147 

have the highest t value at the level of the studied households. Considering that the average of all indicators 

was evaluated above the average and, with a confidence level of 99% and a significance level of less than 0.01, 

significant effect of the indicators of resilience measures of rural households in the face of drought was 

confirmed in the study area (Table 10). 
Table 10. The status of significant indicators in the resilience measures of rural households in the face of drought  

Std. Deviation Sig (۲- tailed) amount  t Indicators Row 

0/420 000 /0 10/136 Agricultural and garden measures 1 

0/659 000 /0 13/129 New irrigation measures 2 

0/375 000 /0 8/092 Livestock measures 3 

0/781 000 /0 15/147 Management measures 4 

 

Also, based on the degree of importance of the 

dimensions related to the resilience measures of rural 

households in the face of drought (Shannon's entropy 

model) and their situation in the studied households, 

the level of resilience measures of rural households in 

the face of drought was calculated at the level of 337 

households, and finally, the rank of resilience 

measures of rural households in facing drought was 

determined at the level of each of the studied villages. 

In the meantime, among the studied villages, villages 

such as Niqab due to access to the use of modern 

irrigation technology, diversification of livelihoods, 

preparedness in life for harsh conditions (drought), 

cultivation of resistant and low-water crops, spatial 

continuity of land parcels and .... performed the most 

resilient actions at the level of the villages of this 

district (Table 11).

 
Table 11. Evaluation results of Copperas model (source: research findings, 2022) 

Rank jN jO 
-Sj +Sj Village 

7 4419/0 0/4189 0/1725 0/3114 Hosianabad 

1 100 0/8532 0/2792 0/9856 Neghab 

4 0/7034 0/7128 0/2410 0/6744 Mirabad 

2 0/6971 0/8201 0/2635 0/9437 Ebrahimabad 

5 0/6246 0/6591 0/2279 0/5247 Kalate shadi 

3 0/9787 0/8316 0/2782 0/9542 bezanjard 

6 0/5621 0/5470 0/1932 0/4265 Haftkhaneh 

 

The decrease in the price of meat and the increase 

in the cost of feeding livestock make rural 

households turn to selling livestock in drought 

conditions. The results of table (12) show that the 

number of households with livestock decreased from 

337 households in 2020 to 147 households in 202

 
Table 12. Frequency distribution of households in relation to the number of livestock (years 2016 and 2021)  

Year2021 Year 2016 
Area under cultivation 

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
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0 0 87 25 Less than 10 heads 

147 147 0 0 10-20 heads 

0 0 11/6 34 20-30 heads 

0 0 14/7 48 30-40 heads 

0 0 42/2 147 50-40 heads 

0 0 23/7 83 More than 50 heads 

100 147 100 337 Total 

 

On the other hand, the results of comparing 

different dimensions related to the level of 

vulnerability of rural households in facing drought 

in the studied villages show that the economic 

dimension has the highest degree of importance 

with a score of 0.425 (Table 13).

 
Table 13. Weights obtained from the mentioned dimensions in thedegree of vulnerability of rural households in 

facing drought with the Shannon entropy model (source: research findings, 2022) 
Amounts Dimensions Row 

0/425 Economic 1 

0/205 social 2 

0/370 environmental 3 

 

On the other hand, the investigation of the 

dimensions related to the level of vulnerability of 

rural households in the face of drought in 337 

sample households also confirms that economic 

dimensions with a value of 17.230 have the highest 

t value in the studied households. Considering that 

the average of all indicators were evaluated above 

the average, with a confidence level of 99% and a 

significance level of less than 0.01, significance of 

the indicators of the vulnerability of rural 

households in facing drought in the region was 

confirmed (Table 14). 
 

Table 14. Status of significant indicators in the degree of vulnerability of rural households in the face of drought  

Std. Deviation Sig (۲- tailed) Amount t Dimensions Row 

0/890 0/000 17/230 Economic 1 
0/637 0/000 12/534 Social 2 
0/760 0/000 14/110 Environmental 3 

 

Also, based on the importance of the dimensions 

related to the level of vulnerability of rural 

households in facing drought (Shannon's entropy 

model) and their situation in the studied 

households, the level of vulnerability of rural 

households in facing drought was calculated at the 

level of 337 sample households and finally, 

vulnerability rating of rural households in facing 

drought at the level of each of the studied villages 

was determined based on Vicor method. In the 

meantime, among the studied villages, villages 

such as Haft Khaneh and Hossein Abad were 

among the most vulnerable at the level of the 

villages due to the presence of factors such as 

employment status, income, production efficiency, 

the area under cultivation, the number of livestock 

in the village, the migration rate of villagers, the 

interest of young people to continue living in the 

village environment, the level of participation of 

villagers, the escalation of conflicts, the 

abandonment and destruction of villages, the 

change of use of fields and gardens, the loss of 

pastures, and the loss and drying up of wells and 

aqueducts (Table 15).

 
Table 15. Evaluation results of Vicor model  

Q village Row 
0/123 bezanjard 1 
0/147 Mirabad 2 
0/070 Neghab 3 
0/230 Hosianabad 4 
0/152 Kalate shadi 5 
0/098 Ebrahimabad 6 
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0/180 Haftkhaneh 7 
  

Statistical analysis has been used to investigate the 

relationship between "resilience measures" and 

"level of vulnerability in households living in the 

studied villages". There is no doubt that the 

existence of distance variable, homogeneity of 

variances and normal distribution of the used data 

are necessary conditions in using parametric tests. 

In this research, due to the existence of the 

necessary conditions for the use of parametric test, 

Kendall's correlation test was used to investigate 

the relationship between resilience measures and 

the level of vulnerability in households living in the 

studied villages. The research results confirm that 

there is a significant relationship between these two 

variables. The correlation coefficient between 

resilience measures and the level of vulnerability in 

households is -0.597, which according to the 

resulting values, with a confidence level of 99%, it 

can be said that there is an inverse and significant 

relationship between these two variables with 

moderate correlation (Table 16). Based on this, the 

increase of resilience measures, with a confidence 

level of 99 percent, has caused a decrease in the 

level of vulnerability in the households living in the 

studied villages in the face of drought.

 
Table 16. The result of Kendall's correlation test in examining the relationship between resilience measures and 

level of vulnerability of rural households in facing drought 
Amounts Items 

-0/597 The correlation coefficient 

0/000 Significance level 

337 number of samples 
 

In order to provide better results of the contribution 

of determining indicators of drought resilience 

measures in reducing the vulnerability of rural 

households, we used step-by-step regression. 

(Kalantari, 1385: 173). The results of the step-by-

step regression show that in the evaluation of 

drought resilience measures, among the 4 variables 

of resilience measures that were included in this 

model, the management index with a determination 

coefficient of 0.288 has the largest share in the 

evaluation of the measures. Resilience with 

drought has reduced the vulnerability of rural 

households. (Table 17).

 
Table 17. Entered indicators and the contribution of each variable in the step-by-step regression model in the 

evaluation of resilience measures with drought in reducing the vulnerability of rural households 

The contribution of each variable in 

determining the dependent variable 

(percentage) 

Coefficients of 

determination 

 (2R ) 

The variable entered into the model at 

each step 
Levels 

20/6 0/570 Agricultural and garden measures step one 

28/4 0/397 New irrigation measures The second step 

19/7 0/648 Livestock measures The third step 

31/3 0/288 Management measures The fourth step 

 

According to table (18), the beta value obtained for 

each variable indicates that a change of one unit in 

the standard deviation of the variables is equal to 

the beta value of the same variable on the standard 

deviation of the assessment of drought resilience 

measures in reducing the vulnerability of rural 

households and it affects the villages. The beta 

value of management measures with (0.597) 

percent is the most important in evaluating drought 

resilience measures in reducing the vulnerability of 

rural households.

 
Table 18. step-by-step regression coefficients for examining independent variables on the evaluation of drought 

resilience measures in reducing the vulnerability of rural households  

The significance 

level 
Standard 

error 
Standard regression 

coefficients  (B ) 
Regression 

coefficients  (B ) 
variable entered into the model 

-  -  -  - Fixed coefficient 
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0/000 0/45 0/910 1/059 Agricultural and garden measures 

0/000 0/38 0/850 0/760 New irrigation measures 

0/000 0/66 0/935 1/120 Livestock measures 

0/000 0/32 0/943 0/597 Management measures 
 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

The vast country of Iran is located in the arid and semi-

arid region, and according to the topographical 

conditions, it has a diverse climate. In the meantime, 

the increase in population puts a lot of pressure on the 

excessive and undesirable use of natural water and soil 

resources to increase agricultural products. The 

production of agricultural products, especially rainfed 

cultivation, has a high correlation with the amount of 

precipitation and some climatic factors. In the 

meantime, drought is one of the most costly events that 

has irreparable effects on economic sectors. In this 

regard, the livelihood of rural households is threatened 

by drought because the close relationship between the 

village and agriculture has led to the vulnerability of 

households and disrupted their economy, and its 

continuation increases the vulnerability of rural 

households. Hence, taking resilient measures can be a 

salve for rural households and to some extent reduces 

the severity of this vulnerability on the economy of 

households and villages. Therefore, the aim of the 

current research was to evaluate drought resilience 

measures in reducing the vulnerability of rural 

households (case study: Rostaq District), which in its 

own way is compared to similar studies related to the 

resilience measures of rural households. It is 

significant in the face of drought. From the results of 

the statistical analysis of the research, it can be 

concluded that the level of vulnerability in the 

households living in the villages of Rostaq District will 

be reduced by taking more resilient measures. In fact, 

the results of this research are in line with the research 

findings of Soltani Moghadas (2019) who believes that 

taking resilient measures has played an effective role 

in reducing the vulnerability of rural households in the 

face of drought in al-Qurat Village of Birjand City. In 

2015, 10.2 percent of the cultivated fields were 

between 2.5 and 5 hectares, while in 1400, this amount 

reached zero. It is obvious that during the drought 

period, farms that had enough water were able to 

continue their activities. The results of the research 

show that it can be claimed that one of the adjustment 

mechanisms used by rural households, whose 

occupation is agriculture, to deal with drought, is to 

reduce the area under cultivation. This part of the 

findings is consistent with the results of Kanti's (1998) 

study in Bangladesh.The results of the step-by-step 

regression show that in the evaluation of drought 

resilience measures, among the 4 variables of 

resilience measures that were included in this model, 

the management index with a determination 

coefficient of 0.288 has the largest share in the 

evaluation of the measures. Resilience with drought 

has reduced the vulnerability of rural 

households.Anyway, based on summarizing the 

results of the household questionnaires (opinions of the 

heads of the studied households or their spouses), it is 

necessary to pay attention to the following points in 

order to promote the implementation of resilient 

measures in dealing with drought in reducing the 

vulnerability of rural households in the face of drought.  

Due to the lack of water, some households living in the 

villages of Rostaq District choose low-water crops 

such as saffron for cultivation, because the extremely 

high price of saffron will bring them significant annual 

income. Therefore, in order to prevent the departure of 

human capital from the village to the city, it is 

suggested to cultivate these income-generating crops 

with the encouragement and support of the relevant 

executive bodies. 
• The villages of Rostaq District suffer from the presence 

of irregular and little rains. Therefore, in relation to 

improving the optimal use of water in the agricultural 

sector, one of the basic solutions can be the development 

of new irrigation methods in this sector, and the 

implementation of operations. Construction projects in 

the water and soil sector of agriculture is another 

solution. 

• The lack of proper efficiency of agricultural activities of 

rural households, together with the migration of young 

and skilled manpower from the production cycle, has 

caused the environmental destruction to reach its highest 

level and also the development in the agricultural sector 

has been damaged. In this regard, the necessary 

infrastructure should be considered for the adaptation of 

rural households in the conditions of drought, as well as 

the preservation and sustainability of experienced and 

skilled workforce in the rural system. Therefore, it is 

suggested that educational and promotion systems take 

an effective and continuous step in line with the 

mentioned cases. 

• Planning and action in order to increase the awareness of 

rural households regarding the upcoming crises. 

• In order to preserve vegetation and prevent wind and 

water erosion and the loss of animal habitats, increasing 

the government's supervision over the use of pastures 
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through conservation units, reviving pastures through 

weeding, and fodder distribution are necessary. 

Subsidies among farmers in order to raise livestock and 

reduce pressure on pastures, construction, restoration and 

reconstruction of livestock watering holes, establishment 

of mobile sources of water supply, and fuel supply in 

rural areas are among the suggestions that can reduce the 

adverse effects. 
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 .مقدمه1

دهد  سال آینده نشان می  30طی    دور نمای وضعیت خشکسالی ایران
های  که خشکککسککالی در کشککور رو به افزاید خواهد بود و در سککال 

بیشتر نقاط کشور با خشکسالی شدید و بسیار    2035،  2030،  2025
شککدید روبه رو خواهد بودد در ایر راسککتا، وضککعیت خشکککسککالی در  

در ایر راسکتا،  د  تر از قبل خواهد بودبه مراتب بحرانی  2040های  سکال
پذیری خانوارهای روسکتایی  یکی از راهکارهای اسکاسکی کاهد آسکیب

های تاب اورانه جوامع  قدامهای اخیر، افزاید ادر برابر خشکککسککالی
د  روسکتایی در برابر اختلل و آشکگتگی ایجاد شکده در زندآی آنان اسکت 

از ایر رو، ارتباط تنگاتنگ روسککتا و کشککاورزی، پیامدهای منگی آن  
شکودد به همیر خاطر اقداما  تاب  نیز بر کشکاورزی بیشکتر نمایان می

ها،   ، دامآورانه در مقابل خشکککسککالی برای بهتر رملکرد مح ککوا
هکا و دیگر اجزای بشد کشکککاورزی تکاایرآکذار بوده و  مراتع و چراآکاه

منجر بکه ککاهد کیگیکت و کمیکت تولیکدا  و درآمکد خکانوارهکای  
روسکتایی، در نتیجه کاهد سک ا اسکتاندارد زندآی آنان را به دنبال  

های تاب آورانه توسکککا خانوارهای  لذا، انجام اقدام  د  داشکککته اسکککت
بله با خشککسکالی برای ظگم معیشکت پایدار خانوارها  روسکتایی در مقا

 باشددضروری می

آباد کاشکمر  و دهسکتان رسکتای نیز کشکاورزی به رنوان فعالیت  خلیل
شکودد تامیر معیشکت  اصکلی و ارتزای خانوارهای روسکتایی محسکوب می

اکثر خکانوارهکای روسکککتکایی ایر من قکه بر پکایکه درآمکد ظکاصکککل از  
ر ایر من قه معموا به میزان و توزیع  کشکاورزی اسکتد کشکاورزی د

های ظاکم در سک ا دهسکتان بسکتگی داردد ف کلی  های  و تودهبارش
ها بر میزان خشککسکالی در ایر من قه افزوده اسکت و  بودن ایر توده

خشکککسککالی و مقدار بارش، به رنوان چالشککی دیریر در ایر من قه  
تواند س ا  تاب آورانه میهای   بوده استد بنابرایر، توجه به ایر اقدام

پکذیری را بر خکانوارهکای روسکککتکایی ککاهد دهکدد لکذا در ایر  آسکککیکب

های تاب آورانه با خشککککسکککالی در کاهد  پژوهد به ارزیابی اقداما
 شودد پذیری خانوارهای روستایی در دهستان رستای پرداخته می آسیب 

 . مبانی نظری تحقیق۲

هایی  دار سکاز طبیعی آسکیبوابسکتگی اقت کاد روسکتایی به روامل ناپای
های  های روسکتایی پدید آورده اسکتد از جمله آسکیبرا در سککونتگاه

توان خشککسکالی را مثال زد که مگهوم آن دسکترسکی به  طبیعی، می
تر اسکککتد ایر پکدیکده یکی از  منکابع اب از شکککرایا متوسکککا پکاییر

های طبیعی اسککت که فروانی آن در مناطخ خشککن و نیمه  مشاطره
تریر مشاطرا  اسکت  باشکدد  خشککسکالی یکی از مشربد میخشکن زیا

 که به رنوان ین رویداد آهسته و یا خزنده در ظال افزاید استد

خشکککسککالی را معلول ین دوره شککرایا خشککن دیررادی در ن ر  
آیرند که به اندازه کافی دوام داشککته و منجر به ایجاد ردم تعادل  می

دد در ایر ارتباط، نقد  در وضکعیت هیدرولویی ین من قه خا  آرد
پذیری آن  کشکاورزی در معیشکت اصکلی خانوارهای روسکتایی و آسکیب

های رملیاتی را دراسکتای  آذاریاز پدیده خشککسکالی، لزوم سکیاسکت
 پذیری خانوارهای روستایی اهمیت بششیده استدکاهد آسیب

مهم بشد کشککککاورزی،  زیرا،  در  دیرکنترلی  متغیر  و  مقولککه  تریر 
بارندآی، آب و هوا و در نهایت خشککسکالی اسکت که نیروی دالب به  

جکدول زمکانی و مککانی تولیکدا   شکککد  تکاایرآکذار بر رونکد، ظجم و  
آذارد که اار سایر  بشد کشاورزی است و آاهی چنان اار خود را می

کنکدد بنکابرایر،  آکذاری را معکو  میمتغیرهکا و ابزارهکای سکککیکاسکککت
باتوجه به اینکه، منابع اصکلی تامیر مواد دذایی خانوارهای روسکتایی،  

خانوارهای  پذیری  تولیدا  زراری و بادی و دامداری اسکککتد آسکککیب
دهد که  روسککتایی از مشاطره طبیعی به نام خشکککسککالی  افزاید می

های  فضککایی و ناپایداری سکککونتگاه  -های محلیزمینه سککاز چالد
ها نه تنها  شکودد از طرفی، پیامدهای ناشکی از خشککسکالیروسکتایی می

پذیرید، بلکه میزان  از شکد ، اسکتمرار و آسکتره خشککسکالی تاایر می
 وامع نیز درایر زمینه تاایر آذار استپذیری جآسیب

 :د نویسندة مسئول 

 دکتر سیدامیرمحمد علویزاده 
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 . روش تحقیق3
تحلیلی اسکت که  جهت بررسکی    –پژوهد پید رو از نوع توصکیگی  

پارامترهای مورد بررسککی سککود جسککته، دارای دو بشد رمده بوده  
ای و اسکککتگاده از  اسکککتد بشد اول را م العا  اسکککنادی، کتابشانه
یا  موضکوع، پیشکینه  امکانا  اینترنتی جهت بررسکی مواردی چون ادب

تحقیخ، مگاهیم و دیره به خود اخت ککا  داده و بشد دوم در قالب  
آوری آمکاری اطلرکا  و تکمیکل  هکای میکدانی جهکت جمعپژوهد

   پرسککشککنامه انجام آردیده اسککتد بدیر من ور با توجه به سکک اا 
سککازی در  دو بشد اقداما  تاب  اسککاسککی تحقیخ اقدام به شککاخ 

پذیری خانوارهای روسکتایی در مواجهه  و آسکیب آورانه با خشککسکالی  
با خشکککسککالی در خانوارهای مورد م العه و نهایتای تهیه پرسککشککنامه  

خانوار در سککال  2748تعداد  خانوار دهسککتان رسککتای    شککده اسککتد
  7بوده و بر اسکا  آخریر تقسکیما  سکیاسکی کشکوری شکامل    1395

ت کادفی اسکتگاده شکده  باشکدد در ایر پژوهد از نمونه آیری  روسکتا می
اسکککت و بکا فرمول کوکران ظجم نمونکه تعییر آردیکد اسکککتد ظجم  

برآورد شکککده اسکککتد   n=337تعکداد ظجم نمونکه =2748Nآمکاری
براسکا  فرمول تش کی  متناسکب تعداد ظجم نمونه در هر روسکتا  

های  تحلیل  ها ازو تحلیل دادهبرای تجزیه   در نهایتد  مشککش  شککد
آنتروپی شکانون ، مدل کوپرا  و ویکور و    آماری و فضکایی  مثل مدل

 استگاده آردیده استد  ,SPSS افزارنرم

 های تحقیق.یافته4

درصککد    2/10،  1395دهد در سککال  های، نشککان میمروری بر یافته
اند، ایر در ظالی  هکتکار بوده 5تا   5/2مزارع سککک ا زیرکشکککت بیر  

ی است  ایر میزان به صگر رسیده استد بدیه 1400اسکت که در سکال  
اند به فعالیت خود  که در طول دوران خشکککسککالی، مزارری توانسککته

اندد نتایج ایر بررسکی نشکان  ادامه دهند که از آب کافی برخوردار بوده
هکای  و اقکدام  320/0هکای مکدیریتی بکا ضکککریکب  دهکد ککه ابعکاد اقکداممی

های  اقدام   و ، دارای بیشکککتریر امتیاز  290/0آبیاری نویر با ضکککریب
،  133/0های دامی با ضککریب  و اقدام  257/0ضککریب    با  بادی  زراری و

در ایر میان، از بیر روسکککتاهای  کمتریر امتیاز برخوردار هسکککتندد  
استگاده  مورد م العه، روسکتاهایی هموون نقاب به دلیل دسکترسی به  

متنوع نمودن معیشکت، امادآی داشکتر در   از تکنولویی آبیاری نویر،  
زندآی برای شکرایا سکشتشخشککسکالیش، کشکت مح کوا  مقاوم و  

های  و دددد، بیشکتریر اقدام کم آب بر، پیوسکتگی مکانی ق عا  اراضکی  
نتایج  د  آورانه در سکک ا روسککتاهای ایر دهسککتان را انجام دادندتاب

داری وجود  تحقیخ م یکد آن اسکککت ککه بیر ایر دو متغیر راب که معنکا
آورانکه و سککک ا  هکای تکابداردد ضکککریکب همبسکککتگی بیر اقکدام

باشکککد که با توجه به مقادیر  یم  -597/0پذیری در خانوارها  آسکککیب
توان آگت که بیر ایر دو  درصککد می 99ظاصککل، با سکک ا اطمینان  

 باشد متغیر، ارتباط معکو  و معنادار با همبستگی متوسا برقرار می

  .بحث و نتیجه گیری5

کشکور پهناور ایران در من قه خشکن و نیمه خشکن قرار آرفته و با  
باشدد در ایر بیر  توجه به شرایا توپوآرافی، دارای اقلیمی متنوع می
رویه و نا م لوب از  افزاید جمعیت، فشکار بسکیاری را بر اسکتگاده بی

منابع طبیعی آب و خاک برای افزاید مح کککوا  کشکککاورزی وارد  
وا  کشکاورزی به ویژه کشکت دیم، همبسکتگی  سکازدد تولید مح ک می

بکاایی بکا مقکدار نزوا  جوی و برخی از روامکل اقلیمی داردد در ایر  
تریر ظوادای اسککت که اارا   میان، خشکککسککالی از جمله پرهزینه

سکازدد در ایر راسکتا،  های اقت کادی وارد میناپذیری را بر بشدجبران
اندازد چرا  ه مشاطره میمعیشکت خانوارهای روسکتایی را خشککسکالی ب

پذیری خانوارها را در  که ارتباط تنگاتنگ روسکتا و کشکاورزی، آسکیب
ها مشتل کرده اسکت و تداوم آن، شکد   پی داشکته اسکت و اقت کاد آن

پذیری بر خانوارهای روسکتایی را دو چندان کرده اسکتد از ایر  آسکیب
خکانوارهکای  توانکد مرهمی بر دل  آورانکه میهکای تکابرو انجکام  اقکدام

پذیری بر اقت کاد  روسکتایی باشکد و تا ظدودی از شکد  ایر آسکیب
خکانوارهکا و روسکککتکاهکا بککاهکدد لکذا، هکدر پژوهد ظکاضکککر، ارزیکابی  

هکای تکاب آورانکه بکا خشککککسکککالی در ککاهد آسکککیکب پکذیری  اقکدام
باشد که در  خانوارهای روسکتاییشم العه موردی: دهسکتان رسکتایش می

های  مقایسککه با م العا  مشککابه در ارتباط با  اقدام نوع خودش  در  
آورانه  خانوارهای روسکتایی در مواجهه با خشککسکالی قابل توجهه  تاب
 باشددمی

پکذیری،  اقکدامکا  تکاب آورانکه، خشککککسکککالی، آسکککیکب  هدا:کلیددواهه
 دخانوارهای روستایی، دهستان رستای

 تشکر و قدردانی
که هزینة اجرای ایر طرح پژوهشکی    پیام نورر وسکیله از دانشکگاه  بدی

ددکنیمرا تأمیر کرد، قدردانی می
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